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In this thesis, navigation algorithms for a fleet of nonholonomic UAVs capable
of evading a chasing predator and also pursuing a desired target are proposed.
The proposed navigation algorithms are used to define path planning trajectories
which are tracked by a designed nonlinear backstepping controller. The
navigation algorithms are designed to switch path planning strategies based on
the prevailing precarious environmental conditions. We implement the group of
nonholonomic UAVs in an adaptive network, specifically inspired by the
relationship between a school of fish and a predator. The navigation algorithms
are thus integrated with a group of nonholonomic UAV models such that the
UAVs exhibit the biological behaviors when on a mission. This approach
approximately simulates an air combat field. To put this in context, in this
xii
thesis, we aim to use a biologically inspired algorithm along with a designed
controller to achieve both target pursuance and effective evasion from a predator.
This is equivalent to having a fleet of UAVs on the same mission of attacking a
target, while also aware of a predator on pursuit. The UAVs aim to maneuver
and evade the predator while also coordinating their movement and behaviors in
a cooperative and coherent manner. Analyses of the system dynamics show that
the proposed nonlinear tracking control approach guarantee asymptotic stability
for the desired navigation paths. Simulations are also carried out to show the
performance of the approach in both normal and attack evasion mode.
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ﺎرﯾﺘﻤﺎت اﻟﺘﺼﻔﺤﯿﺔ ﻣﺼﻤﻤﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﻮل ﻣﺴﺎر اﻟﺘﺨﻄﯿﻂ ﺑﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ ظﺮوف اﻟﺒﯿﺌﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻘﻠﺒﺔ. ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺪﻣﺞ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﺟﻌﻰ اﻟﻐﯿﺮ ﺧﻄﻰ. اﻟﻠﻮﻏ
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  وھﺮوب طﺒﯿﻌﻰ.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are fast becoming a commonplace for military
operations. Virtually every developed country with potent military capabilities,
and interestingly some developing countries, have Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. The
United States Government Accountability Office (GAO), in 2012, [1] released a
report estimating that the number of countries in possession of UAVs had almost
doubled in the preceding seven years. The unmanned aerial vehicle technology
is also catching up with the commercial industry, as the big tech giants - for
example Amazon: "Amazon Prime Air" [2] - plan to revolutionize their supply
chain systems using unmanned aerial vehicles for home deliveries. The increasing
use of UAVs, especially for military applications, continues to make the control
design of UAVs an active area of research. We envision a future where military
combat would be strictly carried out by unmanned vehicles; in other words, air
supremacy would be determined by the UAVs with the best maneuvering and
evading skills when engaged in combat.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles belong to the class of nonholonomic systems. A
common constraint attributed this class of models is their inability to be stabilized
by a smooth static state feedback controller. This is particularly because such
models can usually have a structure with three states and only two inputs to
control the system, hence, fail to satisfy [3] [4] Brockett’s Condition . Over the
years, several control strategies have been developed [5] to tackle this problem.
Discontinuous feedback control laws [6] [7] and also continuous feedback laws [4]
[8] [9] have been proposed.
Also notable is the use of biologically inspired algorithms based on the collec-
tive behavior of animal groups to simulate real world scenarios. These biologically
behaviors have been found to be extremely useful in several engineering applica-
tions. Dabiri in [10] harnessed the movement flow model of a school of fish to
investigate the output power efficiency of vertical axis wind turbines as opposed
to the commonly used horizontal axis wind turbines. This behavior, when applied
to the real world wind turbine application showed an optimization of the output
power. Several other biological behaviors can be, and are being imitated for other
applications. Our work highlights one of these applications. We propose the ap-
plication of the foraging and evading behaviors of a school of fish to a group of
mobile UAVs. The idea is easily applicable to rescue missions heading for a target
or even attack strategies. The self organizing formations of a group of bird in
flight, or the hunting techniques used by carnivores in the wild, include some of
the behaviors actively being researched.
2
1.1 Problem Statement
Our review indicates that previous authors have used many control techniques
for tracking nonholonomic UAV models. This is essentially for single UAV mod-
els. Scaling it up to a group of nonholonomic UAVs, other authors have con-
sidered cooperative control techniques that leverage on modern control theory
to achieve desired navigation of a fleet of nonholonomic UAVs. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no one is yet to consider integrating the biological behav-
iors of a school of fish, modeled as a strongly connected graph, with a group of
nonholonomic UAVs for navigation purposes. Our integration is achieved using
the biological behaviors to define navigation paths while nonlinear tracking con-
trollers, distributed in nature, steer the UAVs in line with the biological behaviors
for tracking purposes. In order to solve the stated problem, we carried out the
following objectives.
1.2 Objectives
In this thesis, the following were achieved:
1. The design of navigation algorithms for a group of nonholonomic UAVs in
flight, taking note of environmental conditions and aerodynamic constraints.
2. The integration of the fish-prey navigation algorithm and a group of nonholo-
nomic UAV models in an adaptive network to mimic the biological foraging
behavior of a school of fish.
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3. The integration of the evasive behavior of fishes when they are in danger
and a group of nonholonomic UAV models.
4. The design of nonlinear backstepping controllers that ensure the nonholo-
nomic UAV model tracks the desired trajectories based on the navigation
algorithms.
5. The design of a navigation control that ensures collision avoidance and keeps
the UAVs a safe distance from each other.
6. The simulation of the nonholonomic UAV models applying the proposed
navigation algorithm and controllers in different scenarios.
1.3 Approach
In this thesis, a distributed navigation algorithm for a group of UAVs capable of
evading a chasing predator and also approaching a desired target is proposed. The
navigation algorithm is designed to switch path planning strategies based on the
prevailing precarious environmental conditions.
We define two environmental conditions: danger and no-danger conditions; defined
by the presence or absence of an enemy UAV respectively. Under the no-danger
conditions, the navigation technique selects an algorithm based on the foraging
behaviors of a school of fish. The group of mobile UAVs move in an adaptive net-
work, specifically inspired by the biological relationship previously stated. Under
the danger conditions, the navigation algorithm switches to a cognitive evasive
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technique [11] [12] that ensures the UAV under attack evades such danger which
could be an enemy UAV (biologically representing a predator for example, a shark)
or an approaching missile for military applications.
We propose a nonlinear tracking controller that ensures the paths planned by the
navigation algorithm is tracked for either cases of danger and no-danger condi-
tions. The nonlinear tracking controller is designed using backstepping control
technique to guarantee the stability of the nonholonomic UAV on the predefined
path.
The biologically inspired algorithms used for a fleet of mobile autonomous robots
are used to define desired trajectories for the UAVs. The multi-agent UAV robot
system has the cognitive abilities to evade an incoming enemy and also follow the
bio-inspired navigation trajectory using a designed nonlinear tracking controller.
The fleet is composed of nonholonomic homogeneous robots under the Pfaffian
constraint and a local robust backstepping controller which is used to ensure path
tracking in normal and attack modes respectively. The attacker has different dy-
namics and is also nonholonomic. The navigation and guidance system takes into
account the state of each UAV, the target mission, and environmental conditions.
The environmental conditions considered depend exclusively on the presence or
absence of an enemy UAV as well as awareness of other friendly UAVs in its
surrounding. Analysis of the system dynamics shows that the nonlinear control
approach guarantees asymptotic stability. Extensive simulation results attest to
the performance of the approach.
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1.4 Organization
The rest of this thesis report is organized as follows: chapter (2) describes the
literature review of the research carried out. Previous work that has been done
on the control of nonholonomic systems is first discussed. Then, the founda-
tion for the bio-inspired behaviors of the navigation algorithm is explored along
with the research carried out on evasive techniques used by fighter jets. Finally,
we conclude chapter (2) by discussing nonlinear tracking designs used for non-
holonomic models. Chapter (3) describes the nonholonomic UAV model and its
known constraints. It further elaborates on the controllability of the UAV model
and describes the different UAV model forms for control purposes.
In chapter (4), we build on the foundation of the navigation algorithms. First,
we discuss the fish-prey algorithm and its application to UAVs. The biological
behaviors of foraging fishes are modeled and applied. We then design cognitive
evasive strategies for the UAVs in the presence of danger.
The tracking problem is treated elaborately in chapter (5). Control strategies
are designed to track the path planned by the navigation algorithm. Both single
and multiple UAVs are analyzed to give clarity to the designs employed. Chapter
(6) shows the simulations, results and discussions of the research carried out and
finally, we conclude in chapter (7).
6
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Control of Nonholonomic Models
Car-like robots, autonomous underwater vehicles, two-driving wheel mobile
robots, and hopping robots are also examples of nonholonomic models. Interest-
ingly, these models are quite similar in structure. They are often represented in
either kinematic or dynamic form. Kolmanovsky [5] described a general form for
the kinematic model form:
x˙ = g1(x)u1 + ...+ gm(x)um (2.1)
where ui, i = 1, ...,m, are control inputs, x are states of the nonholonomic system,
defined in the subset of IR, 2 6 m < n, and gi, i = 1, ...,m, are given vector spaces.
Expanding (2.1) to the representative form of the unmanned aerial vehicle [13]
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yields:
x˙1 = u1 cos θs
x˙2 = u1 sin θs
θ˙s = u2
(2.2)
where (x1, x2) represent a location on a plane and u1 and u2 represent linear and
angular velocity inputs respectively. This model is similar to the unicycle model
shown in fig.(2.1).
Figure 2.1: Unicycle model
The general dynamic model, defined [5] by the d’Alembert-Lagrange form, is
also given by:
M(x)x¨+ f(x, x˙) = Cλ+B(x)τ
JT (x)x˙ = 0
(2.3)
where M(x) is the positive definite inertia matrix, x = (x1, ..., xn) is a vector with
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n coordinates, J(x) a n× (n−m) matrix which is full rank, B(x)τ a vector force
input to the system, B(x) is a matrix whose dimension is n× p and τ a p-vector
control, and λ a Lagrange multiplier vector with (n−m) dimension.
In the design of controllers of this class of models, several techniques have been
used in literature.
2.1.1 Robust Control
Yang et al. [14] discussed stabilizing the chained form of a class of perturbed
nonholonomic systems. It involved a two stage stabilization process: a subsystem
is first established by an adaption law and state feedback; after which the remain-
ing subsystem is also transformed using a coordinate system. A Linear Matrix
Inequality (LMI) technique using a robust sliding surface that ensures robustness
is then applied to achieve stabilization. The case of local robustness of nonholo-
nomic systems is handled in [6]. A discontinuous control design achieving global
asymptotic stability under minor external perturbation is proposed.
2.1.2 Backstepping Controller
Yuan in [15] discusses the use of a Lyapunov-based control in finding an expo-
nential control that ensures stabilization of an autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV), another nonholonomic system. In [16], the authors proposed a backstep-
ping control technique for a spherical robot for use in an unmanned terrain. The
backstepping control technique showed asymptotic tracking convergence to the
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desired trajectory and was also verified using simulations.
2.1.3 Sliding Mode Control
Researchers have also considered sliding mode control to achieve tracking goals
for nonholonomic systems. [7] designed a non-smooth feedback using sliding mode
control to track the desired state function of a nonholonomic system. In the case
of [17], Chwa combined both the dynamic and kinematic nonholonomic models
to design two controllers based on sliding mode technique. By using the polar
coordinate form of the kinematic model, he was able to eliminate constraints on
the reference velocities. This technique achieved tracking except at an arbitrary
small area of the origin. The chattering of the control signal which is common
with this technique is also an area of concern.
2.1.4 Time-State Control Form
Time-State Control form presents a way to restructure nonholonomic systems that
cannot be represented in chained form. It was presented by Sampei in [9]. This
form allows one to overcome the controllability issue associated with nonholonomic
systems; however, it requires input switching which, in some cases, may disrupt the
stability of the system. The sufficient and necessary conditions for restructuring
a system to the time-state form were discussed again by Sampei et al. in [4].
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2.1.5 State Transformation and Feedback Linearization
Many authors combined several techniques in dealing with nonholonomic systems.
While a lot of them used several state transformation methods first before apply-
ing another control technique, others used other techniques first, then applied
feedback linearization. A number of them combined both state transformation
and feedback linearization.
In [18], Matsuno et al. specifically described an algorithm that converts a class of
two inputs and three states nonholonomic systems to their chained forms. This
transformation has proved very useful for control analysis of this class of sys-
tems. Astolfi [19] on the other hand designed a bounded and discontinuous state
feedback control law that ensured exponential convergence. He also took note of
measurement errors in his analysis. Luca et al. [20] and Laumond et al. [21]
provided elaborate approaches on these subjects. The authors of [20] also pro-
vide state transformations that restructure the kinematic models into a chained
nonholonomic form. Using the chained form, different feedback techniques were
applied to track arbitrary trajectories or stabilize the nonholonomic system.
The authors achieved the control of the nonholonomic system at first by approxi-
mate feedback linearization. This technique achieves local asymptotic stability of
the chained form system; however, this region of stability was shown to be rather
large. The downside though is that the transient response of the system may
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degenerate in an unsatisfactory way.
Exact feedback linearization is then used in [20] and also in [8]. Luca et al. con-
sidered the possibility of using input-output feedback linearization which might
compromise some states or use full-state feedback linearization. In the first case,
the system output is redefined to overcome the problem of matrix singularity, so
that a static feedback can be designed for the system. The later however includes
an integrator to solve the issue of matrix singularity and also adds an auxiliary
input to make the system conform.
2.1.6 Non-time Based Tracking Control
This is an interesting technique which avoids the use of time in defining the ref-
erence trajectory for a nonholonomic system. Tau et al. [22] proposed an event
based controller using a non-time reference to track a desired trajectory. A state
to reference projection is used to transform the time based controller to a non-
time based controller. Hu et al. [23] however combined the traditional non-time
based controller with a biologically inspired additive model. This addition resolves
the issue of discontinuous control common with nonholonomic systems and also
eliminates the tracking error that exists in [22].
2.1.7 Tracking Control
The tracking problem for nonholonomic systems has been treated by several au-
thors, using different control strategies to investigate it, some of which have been
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discussed above. Tian et al. [24] converted the tracking challenge into a two-
system stabilization problem by using a transformation and a cascade technique.
A Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) was then designed to stabilize, in other words,
track the given reference. In 2010, Cao [25] provided an improvement on [24]. The
update allowed for the exponential convergence to a desired trajectory. Yutaka
et al. in [26] derived an algorithm that allows a nonholonomic constrained rigid
body track a straight line without twirling. The authors derived a function called
the steering function by differentiating the trajectory’s curvature as a linear com-
bination of the vehicle’s position error, orientation error, and current trajectory
curvature. They then used Lyapunov’s theory to show the asymptotic stabiliz-
ability of the system. In [27] the authors solved the problem of tracking and visual
servo control for a nonholonomic wheeled robot using a practical approach. They
used videos for desired paths and showed convergence by Lyapunov analysis. The
authors of [28] also considered the combined tracking and visual problem; how-
ever, they included parameter uncertainties in their analysis. Keighobadi et al. in
[29] discussed the problem of achieving complete tracking of a wheeled robot using
a torque nonlinear controller. They proposed a two fuzzy controllers in solving
this problem.
2.1.8 Other Control Methods
Other techniques that were not mentioned above have also been used to control
nonholonomic systems. In [30], Hespanha et al. proposed a controller for nonholo-
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nomic systems with uncertainty in the model parameters. The authors proposed a
hybrid feedback controller using supervisory control. They also used a state trans-
formation to circumvent the singularity issue common to nonholonomic models.
Campion et al. [31] describes the nonholonomic system using Euler-Lagrange
equations. They showed the derivation in a stepwise manner. Using this model, a
smooth state feedback law was devised, it ensures global marginal stability. [32]
uses the kinematic model form to achieve control goals. The authors combine a
tensor with the gradient vector of a Lyapunov function to design the controller.
Exponential convergence is achieved using the designed controller. Lastly, an
experimental work was carried out, validating the kinematic model of a nonholo-
nomic "sphericle" in [33], including the nonholonomic constraints and dynamic
model.
The control techniques described above are for the general form nonholonomic
models and are also applicable to planar unmanned aerial vehicles, a subset of
this class of models.
2.2 Biologically Inspired Networks
The collective behavior of animals [34] is ever so fascinating. These behaviors
such as schooling fish, swarming bees, and flocking birds continue to intrigue re-
searchers and philosophers as many scientists have tried to understand and even
imitate these behaviors. Couzin suggested in [35] that scientists are just begin-
ning to understand the connection between single-level and group-level animal
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behaviors, and what parts these relationships play in deciding adaptive responses.
Haque et al. [36] also indicated the growing interest of biological models among
engineers. They formulated confinement schemes using the foraging behaviors
that bottlenose dolphins adapt to capture their preys. They suggested that the
bio-inspired schemes allowed for its implementation in robotic systems.
The manufacturing industry is not left out of this trend. In [37] , the authors
noted that most traditional manufacturing systems have the difficulty of adapting
to any change or disturbance in the manufacturing processes. They claimed that
this situation is largely because these systems are pre-programed and cannot au-
tonomously adapt to these changes. Thus, they proposed that biologically inspired
autonomous rescheduling can be attained in the advent of disturbances or changes:
equipment failure or malfunction. Specifically, [37] suggests an autonomous con-
trol system to deal with such changes in a manufacturing workshop. The authors
of [38] highlighted the importance of building adaptive and autonomous manu-
facturing systems to meet present industry challenges. They suggested that the
Multi-Agent System (MAS) concept puts up another way of achieving system
autonomy that is biologically inspired. The MAS concept uses distributed and
decentralized control of the different parts of the manufacturing system, thus pro-
viding autonomy to individual agents or parts of the system. The paradigm can
thus be used to achieve biology inspired control of the systems holistically.
Reif et al. in [39] discussed a non-conventional behavioral social control tech-
nique for dealing with Very Large Scale Robotic (VLSR) systems. Again their
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concern is channeled to industries that use several robots in their daily operations.
The proposed a social potential field technique for VLSR systems by defining ar-
tificial attraction and repulsion forces between each robot. The approach also
ensure the autonomy of each robot in a distributed manner.
The study of the biological behavior of fishes when deciding whether to forage
or keep a safe distance from a predator was also studied in [40]. Behavioral
models that have been used regarding this subject have been mostly theoretical.
The authors thus used data from experiments to develop behavioral models that
were used for research. They were developed through statistical model fitting.
The study was then carried out using the obtained models.
Qin et al. [41] developed a flocking control for systems with many agents.
Their research was targeted towards reference tracking and group motion chal-
lenges. They designed controllers that tracked both static and moving targets
by identifying team leaders and then, proved the existence and uniqueness of the
solution based on the closed loop system. The results were then applied to a
group of nonholonomic robots. In 2009, Qin et al. [42] built on [41] by using a
decentralized flocking controller when the target to be tracked is fixed.
Moving away from the concept of leaders and followers, in order to give au-
tonomy to each biologically driven agent, [43] presents an idea that flocks do not
need to have leaders. Olfati-Saber proposed a theoretical structure for formu-
lating distributed flocking algorithms. He used systematically derived objective
functions (or cooperative potentials) for the flock members. A Lyapunov stability
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equivalent for flocking particles is then proposed.
Last, Dugatkin et al. in [44] studied the way the Guppy fish approaches a
possible predator. This is called predator inspection. They observed that the
guppies only approached the presumably less precarious part of the predator. On
inspection, the guppies modified their behaviors if they perceived a threat. They
also foraged less in the presence of danger.
These behaviors are very beneficial to this study and are incorporated in the
network behaviors.
2.2.1 Adaptive Networks
Adaptive networks have been used as the backbone of many biologically inspired
networks [45] [46] [47] [48]. Sayed Ali in [49] wrote a survey of the study of
adaptive networks and the advances in the field. He noted the progress related
to adjustments, optimization, and learning over networks. He also wrote about
the different distributed strategies which allow networked agents to relate locally,
learn and adapt to track changes in the data streams they receive and also in
the models. He went further to carry out a performance analysis that proved
useful in comparing the different network topologies and also the batch versus
centralized implementations.
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2.2.2 Distribution Strategies
Sayed [50] provides a summary on different distribution strategies and the best
strategy to use for certain applications. The summary furnishes details on
diffusion strategies for agent learning and adaptation over networks, showing
that they imitate some biological behaviors. The topologies linking agents in the
network can either be dynamic or static. The author goes further to describe the
network model, similar to the models used in previous papers. Two classifications
of distributed strategies are given: non-cooperative adaptive strategy and
diffusion strategy (cooperative). Sayed concluded, using mean square deviation
performance analysis, that diffusion strategies outperform non-cooperative
strategies. In Sayed’s work with Lopes [51] , an adaptive diffusion least mean
square algorithm was formulated to ensure cooperation among each node. Each
node calculates the local estimates for necessary information and shares it with
its neighbors. The algorithm is thus both conjunctive and distributed. [52]
extends Lopes’ and Sayed’s work in [51] by adding data-normalized algorithms
and a dynamic topology.
To improve the robustness of diffusion networks in the presence of disturbances
and noisy sensor measurements, adaptive combiners are added to the networks
as in [53]. The authors showed that including the adaptive combiners with
the diffusion least mean square algorithm makes the algorithm perform better.
A similar case of disturbance was analyzed by [54] Cattivelli et al. Here,
diffusion-based adaptive solutions of the least mean square type are proposed
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and shown to have improved performance. More recent advances are investigated
in [55] [56] [57].
2.2.3 Bio-Inspired Applications
As discussed above, diffusion strategies have been used to describe natural
collective behaviors of animals. This section highlights some more applications.
When birds travel long distances, they form a V-shape [58] in order to save
energy: by depending on their neighbor’s upwash. The authors use diffusion least
mean square (LMS) algorithm to imitate the model of the upwash and bird’s
self organizing formation. The results show that diffusion LMS is capable of
accurately describing the V-formation of flocking birds.
In [48] , diffusion algorithm is used to describe the behavior of bees swarming. In
their movement to a new location, scout bees who already have the information
about the new location lead the remaining bees who do not. The authors show
that diffusion adaptation can sufficiently model this behavior.
Sheng-Yuan et al. also described the foraging behaviors [59] of a school of fish
in search of food, by defining an objective for each agent in the network. The
adaptive network of agents (fishes) is shown to respond adequately in a cohesive
and coherent manner. This behavior model was extended in [45] to include
collision avoidance and reuniting. In [60] , the authors use diffusion adaptation
to describe the foraging behavior of a school of fish, expanding on the previous
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work. The proposed algorithm assumes the knowledge of the position of each
fish’s neighbor. They confirmed the efficiency of diffusion algorithm in describing
the fish foraging behaviors.
In further analyzing the behavior of a school of fish, [47] added another dimension
to the diffusion algorithm: predation and mobility. In this case, the fishes and
their predator (a shark) are mobile. Interestingly, the school of fish have dual
objectives: to locate their food source and also evade their predator. Diffusion
LMS strategy is shown to be sufficient in dealing with this problem. An extension
is proposed in [61] , where the multiple predators were used to attack the school
of fish. Once again, diffusion least mean square algorithm was used and confirmed
adequate to imitate the biological behavior.
2.3 Trajectory Planning of Nonholonomic Sys-
tems
Because of the navigation algorithm which will be proposed in chap. (4), this
section reviews researches that have been carried out in the area of path planning
of nonholonomic systems. Zhengxiong et al. in [62] proposed the use of particle
swarm optimization (PSO) in planning the trajectories of nonholonomic systems.
The authors proposed that the path planning problem be converted to an optimal
control problem by using the spline approximation method or the Fourier basis
method. The authors in [63] also used PSO in the path planning of a wheeled
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robot. They focused on the simulation of two goals - to get to a target and to
collect balls - for the nonholonomic wheeled robot.
The Leapfrog method which is a technique for finding solutions to nonlinear
optimal control problems was introduced in [64] as a way to generate trajectories
that are optimal. It was shown to be efficient in generating paths which are
physically feasible.
Now, coming to a fleet of UAVs, researches have developed several algorithms
to ensure groups of UAVs can fly together efficiently and without colliding with
each other. The problem of path planning and distributed autonomy of UAVs
was considered in [65]. The authors proposed two methods of solving the stated
problem. They first transformed the problem into a single Mixed-Integer Lin-
ear Program (MILP) problem and solved it using MATLAB and AMPL scripts.
They also used an approximate method of computing the costs of several paths in
deciding the most efficient and optimal path for each UAV. The second method
is however only partially distributed. Shim et al. in [66] proposed the use of
Model Predictive Control (MPC) in solving the combined stabilization and tra-
jectory planning problems of multiple helicopters moving together. They showed
that their integrated design gives a better result compared to the separate design
which the controller and path planner are not integrated.
Desai et al. in [67] also presented a control and path planning strategy for
mobile nonholonomic robots moving within an area with obstacles. The robots
were to keep a safe distance from each other and also follow a certain formation.
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This was achieved using graph theory to identify leaders and followers in the team.
2.4 Evasive Planning Techniques
Shim and Sastry in [68] proposed an MPC for collision avoidance and trajectory
planning of UAVs. They ensured each UAV kept a safe distance from each other;
however, the UAVs would carry out an evasive maneuver to ensure collision is
avoided at all cost. To achieve this, their proposed algorithm calculates the best
feasible path based on the future predicted trajectory of its surrounding UAVs.
Thus, the evasion is carried out without collision and in the safest way.
In [11], Sprinkle et al. considered evasive techniques for a flying UAV in combat
mode. They visualized the possibility of having an adversary attack the UAV.
The authors designed a nonlinear MPC that tracks the desired evasive path. This
idea is one of the core parts of this thesis as we also consider evasive techniques;
however using a cognitive evasive trajectories. Eklund et al. in [12] took the
evasive maneuvering results obtained from the simulation in [11] and compared it
with the achievable results when flying a piloted F-15 aircraft. They showed the
capability of a UAV achieving such maneuvers practically in the nearest future.
Finally, the combined pursuit and evasion problem is consider in [69]. Once
again, Sastry et al. used an MPC to achieve tracking of the desired path of an
autonomous aircraft which is based either evasion or pursuit. Assumptions are
made about the enemy aircraft and predictions are made on the future paths of
the enemy. This would help the aircraft decide on its evasive strategy, likewise
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its pursuit strategy. This thesis thoroughly deals with these pursuit and evasion
strategies as we propose techniques to achieve these objectives.
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CHAPTER 3
NONHOLONOMIC UAV MODEL
We consider nonholonomic UAVs moving in a plane. Being nonholonomic, it
implies that the UAV model is not completely integrable, thus these robots are
constrained by their velocities. A holonomic system is substitutable with a com-
pletely integrable system and a nonholonomic system is substitutable with a non-
integrable system [15]. In this study and for practical reasons, we assume that the
UAVs are equipped with Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to help them analyze
and process location data streams; we also assume the UAVs are equipped with
proximity sensors. This will be discussed further in chap. (4). The kinematic
model of a unmanned aerial vehicle comprises of the orientation and position of
the UAV moving within a plane. It is also subject to two input velocities. The
motion of planar UAVs is constrained by their inability to make sudden changes
in their velocities, therefore positions, and are thus difficult to maneuver. This is
directly similar to a unicycle model (shown below), which has a wheel rolling in an
upright position on a plane and also rolls without slipping. The constraints imply
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the existence of non-integrable first-order differential equations, thus limiting the
instantaneous movement which the planar UAV can perform without affecting
their controllability. The nonholonomic UAV model is given below and is similar
to the unicycle model shown in fig.(2.1):
x˙ = u1 cos θs
y˙ = u1 sin θs
θ˙s = u2
(3.1)
where x and y represent the coordinate position of the UAV and θs is the steering
angle.
Figure 3.1: UAV model
Let the position and orientation states of the UAV be given by q = [x y θs]T .
The generalized velocities of the UAV, q˙, are not able to presume independent
values. They have to fulfill the constraint:
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[
sin θs − cos θs 0
]

x˙
y˙
θ˙s
 = 0 (3.2)
This constraint is referred to as a Pfaffian constraint [70] such that
D(q)q˙ = 0 (3.3)
where D(q) =
[
sin θs − cos θs 0
]
. It implies a zero lateral velocity: the linear
velocity of the UAV center is in the body plane of the UAV. All practicable
velocities must be within the null space of the matrix D(q).
Let the generalized velocities in the null space of D(q) be given by:

cos θs
sin θs
0
 v1,

0
0
1
 v2 (3.4)
So that,
[
sin θs − cos θs 0
]

cos θs
sin θs
0
 v1 = 0, and
[
sin θs − cos θs 0
]

0
0
1
 v2 = 0
(3.5)
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Hence, one can conclude that
q˙ =

cos θs
sin θs
0
 v1 +

0
0
1
 v2 (3.6)
showing the interchangeable relationship between the Pfaffian constraint and state
form model.
Eqn. (3.1) can also be rewritten as
q˙ = H(q)u (3.7)
where
H(q) =

cos θs 0
sin θs 0
0 1
 and u =
u1
u2
 (3.8)
Sometimes it is more comfortable to work with the Pfaffian constraint as in
(3.3) rather than (3.7). Note that the Pfaffian constraint furnishes another way
of representing driftless control affine systems [70].
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3.1 Chained form
The canonical or chained form [20] of the nonholonomic model has proved to very
useful in terms of exploring control strategies. Below is a transformation that
converts the UAV model to its chained form.
Choosing the state transformation below to transform (3.1).
x1 = −θ
x2 = x cos θ + y sin θ
x3 = −x sin θ + y cos θ
(3.9)
Differentiating (3.9) to obtain new coordinates.
x˙1 = −u2
x˙2 = u1 cos
2 θ − θ˙x sin θ + u1 sin2 θ + θ˙y cos θ
= u1 + u2(−x sin θ + y cos θ)
x˙3 = −u1 sin θ cos θ − θ˙x cos θ + u1 sin θ cos θ − θ˙y sin θ
= (−x cos θ − y sin θ)u2
x˙1 = −u2
x˙2 = u1 + x3u2
x˙3 = −x2u2
(3.10)
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Again, using the transformation below:
v1 = u1 + x3u2
v2 = −u2
(3.11)
The canonical or chained form of the UAV is obtained:
x˙1 = v2
x˙2 = v1
x˙3 = x2v2
(3.12)
The chained form has been used in literature especially for higher order nonholo-
nomic systems; thus is important to mention.
Another important representation of nonholonomic systems is in the Power
Form . This representation has been shown to be a powerful technique in solving
the problem of nonholonomic control and tracking. It employs the use of invariant
manifolds [71] in designing controllers for the nonholonomic model.
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CHAPTER 4
NAVIGATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we will discuss the path planning algorithms we propose for the
UAV model. These navigation algorithms are planned based on the current state
of each UAV in relation to each other and prevailing environmental conditions.
These environmental conditions could be the presence of an enemy or any form of
danger, the absence or presence of other UAVs, or even the goal to reach a target.
These concepts would be better elaborated in the next sections.
We will consider a friendly fleet of UAVs flying at a safe distance from each
other. The UAVs have a primary goal of reaching a target - this could be a
destination or attack target in reality. An enemy UAV with similar nonholonomic
constraints described in eqn.(3.1) is also on pursuit; its mission is to attack the
closest UAV in the fleet. However, UAVs in the fleet realize the presence of an
enemy and plan to evade the predator. The physical application of our algorithm
will require the use of GPS in the UAVs for distributed location calculations and
other sensors for proximity and velocity measurements.
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Our objective is to get these fleet of UAVs flying in a manner that is inspired by
how a school of fish move, behave and respond when foraging or escaping danger.
We will explore the collective biological behaviors that fishes exhibit and use
them in defining the trajectory which the UAVs will fly in a distributed manner.
Figure 4.1: Air Combat
There are two main phases of navigation proposed for each UAV are:
1. The foraging phase
2. The evasion phase
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4.1 The Foraging Phase
The UAVs, just like fishes, forage when in search of a target. In this case, there
is no immediate danger present and the fleet of UAVs would be modeled to be-
have/respond like a school of fish in search of food. To achieve this, we would
employ, as in [47], the fish-prey algorithm explained below.
4.1.1 Fish-Prey Algorithm
The fish-prey algorithm uses the concept of adaptive networks and adds mobility
as another attribute. The adaptive network is strongly connected and examined
from the viewpoint a group of nodes capable of learning and interacting with one
another locally to accomplish distributed inference and processing challenges in
real time. The nodes relate locally with their neighbors within neighborhoods
which are constantly changing due to the mobility of the nodes. This leads to
a network topology which is adaptive in nature. The self-organizing behaviors
of a school of fish can thus be efficiently modeled using adaptive algorithms. To
draw parallels with the fleet of UAVs, the network nodes represent each fish in the
school while they are foraging, and in turn represent each UAV in the fleet. In the
ongoing subsections, we will use the terms UAVs, nodes and fishes interchangeably
- each UAV in the fleet refers to a node in the network, and at the same time a fish
in the school. Our aim is to use this algorithm to define desired UAV trajectories
that will be used for tracking control purposes in chap.(5).
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The following assumptions used in modeling:
S/N Assumptions
1 We assume a GPS and proximity sensors are in use for practical
applications.
2 Each UAV is aware of the position and orientation of other UAVs
in its local neighborhood.
3 Every UAV is locally aware of the location of the target.
4 Every UAV is locally aware of the position and orientation of the
enemy UAV but the rule of engagement will be active only when
the enemy UAV enters its safe region.
5 The UAVs are assumed to have physical dimensions [73], with mo-
tion governed by physical laws.
6 The target (or food for fishes) is assumed to be stationary while
the enemy UAV is mobile.
7 The adaptive network is strongly connected.
8 The UAV is 2-D and ignores some aerodynamic considerations of a
physical 3-D UAV.
Table 4.1: Assumption Table
Diffusion Adaptation
A group of N nodes/UAVs distributed in space is examined. Every node k is
independent and distributed at each time i such that each one evaluates a scalar
random process dk(i), a regression vector matching the actualization of a random
process u¯k,i , where dk(i) and u¯k,i are correlated. Each node k tries to calculate
some vector parameter wo using the random processes [dk(i), u¯k,i]. These processes
and parameters are related using the equation:
dk(i) = u¯k,iw
o + nk (4.1)
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where nk is a perturbation usually taken as zero-mean white noise; independent
of remaining variables.
In the distributed algorithms, data is disseminated to each node such that it
is in communication with its local environment - a subset of the nodes - which
distribute the information to the remaining nodes in the network. Two nodes are
linked or connected when communication is direct between them. Each node is
always linked to itself.
The neighborhood of node Nk refers to the set of nodes linked to that node
including the node. The network aims to compute the parameter wo such that it
minimizes the global objective function [45]:
Jglobal(w) =
N∑
k=1
E|dk(i)− u¯k,iw|2 (4.2)
Figure 4.2: Node depicting its neighbors
where E represents the expectation of the process.
Sayed in [51] [54] proposed different diffusion adaptation techniques. In this re-
search we employ the Adapt-Then-Combine (ATC) diffusion algorithm to solve
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the distributed adaptation problem. The ATC algorithm is a two stage process:
first an adaptation stage and then a combination stage. The algorithm uses a real
positive coefficient al,k to assign weights to the communication links between each
node k and its neighbors l. The weighting coefficient must satisfy the equation
below.
N∑
l=1
al,k = 1, al,k = 0, ∀ l /∈ Nk (4.3)
During the adaptation stage, each node k obtains the local information from its
neighbors to adapt locally. This stage also allows for an update of the state
being evaluated from its previous value. In our application, the states represent
the location of the UAV/node at the time i. The combination stage uses the
intermediate values of neighbors obtained during adaptation and combines them
together using the weights al,k. The ATC algorithm is described below.

ψk,i = wk,i−1 + µk u¯Tk,i[dˆk(i)− u¯k,iwk,i−1]
wk,i =
∑
l∈Nk
al,k ψl,i
(4.4)
where wk,i denotes the vector parameter which the ATC tries to compute (a UAV’s
or target’s desired location at time i), µk is the non-negative step-size applied by
node k, dˆk(i) is the regression form of dk(i), and u¯k,i is as described above. These
variables would be given physical meanings in the next few subsections.
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Measurement Model
The measurement model tries to estimate and model the school of fish and prey
behavioral relationship. This behavioral model is thus eventually applied to our
UAV model. Consider the vector parameter wo, showing the location of the fish’s
food source or target that the networked school of fish want to locate. The figure
below, fig.(4.3), gives this clarity.
Figure 4.3: Fishes advancing towards the food source at wo
It shows that the distance between the fish/node k and the food target wo is
represented by dok(i).
dok(i) = u¯
o
k,i(w
o − xk,i) (4.5)
The fish/node k is located at xk,i, which is constantly changing relative to a plane.
Note that xk,i used in this section represents a point located on the plane and not
the x-direction of a coordinate system. The unit direction vector connecting the
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location of the fish to the food source is given by u¯ok,i and is defined in terms of
θk thus:
u¯ok,i = [cos θk(i) sin θk(i)] (4.6)
The fishes live in a noisy environment, thus introducing some disturbance to
measurement accuracy. This is synonymous to the UAVs flying against the wind
- disturbance. This disturbance is taken into account.
u¯k,i = u¯
o
k,i + n
u¯
k,i
dk(i) = d
o
k(i) + n
d
k(i)
dˆk(i) ∼= dk(i) + u¯k,ixk,i
(4.7)
where u¯ok,i and dok(i) represent true values, dˆk(i) is a linear regression model for
the changing distance dk(i), and nu¯k,i and ndk(i) are additive disturbance terms.
In mimicking the foraging behavior of a school of fish, we assume that each fish
represents a node in the network, where its goal is to locate two different targets
simultaneously: the food source’s location wf and also that of the predator wp.
Motion Control Algorithm
Each node’s (k) location xk in the mobile network is defined by the rule:
xk,i+1 = xk,i +4t.vk,i+1 (4.8)
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where i represents the time/instant, 4t represents the sampling time for the node
to move from one location to the next and vk,i+1 represents the node’s velocity.
The velocity of the fish/node is determined by the following fish behaviors:
1. Its movement to the food source.
2. Self organizing behavior of the node with others.
3. Coherent motion.
4. Evasion when in danger.
Since we assume that the enemy/predator is moving, hence each node would
calculate a local estimate of the food source wfk,i and the predator w
p
k,i in real
time. To further illustrate how the nodes cognitively compute their velocities, see
fig.(4.4) and illustrations below.
Figure 4.4: Fish cognitive behavior
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Movement to the Food Source
For the UAV, this is synonymous to the approaching its desired target. In [47],
similar situations are considered. Distinct areas identified in fig.(4.4) such that
the response of a node relies on its location in its environment. The concentric
circles shown have a radii of rp and 2rp from the predator. These separations -
Area I, II, III, and IV - would help define rules for the next action by each node.
Area I
In this area, the node k is far away from the predator; this implies that the distance
between k and the predator is more than 2rp. The node continues its foraging
behavior by advancing towards its target. The velocity of the node is defined by:
vak,i+1 =
wfk,i − xk,i
||wfk,i − xk,i||
(area I) (4.9)
Area II
When a node is located a distance between radii rp and 2rp, and to the right hand
side of fig.(4.4), i.e. the predator is advancing to the node but not close enough,
the node ends its search for the food target and joins its neighbors. The velocity
of the node is defined by:
vak,i+1 = 0 (area II) (4.10)
Area III
Here the node is located a distance between radii rp and 2rp, and to the left hand
side of fig.(4.4), i.e. the predator is traveling away from the node. The node’s
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response would be to move in the reverse direction of the predator. The velocity
is defined by:
vak,i+1 = −
vpk,i
||vpk,i||
(area III) (4.11)
where vpk,i is node k’s approximation of the predator’s velocity.
Area IV
In this final case, the node is within the danger area of the predator; the node’s
distance from the predator is less than rp. In this case, we will develop cognitive
evasive control strategies that would evade the predator. The control strategies
would be discussed in section(5) and the navigation trajectories for evasion would
be elaborated in the next few sections.
Self Organizing Behavior
Once a predator attacks the school of fish, the network is broken to smaller
groups. For their reunion and biological organization to take place, each node
at the outer boundaries of the smaller groups calculate the position of the other
groups and advances to them. First, each node determines if it is on the edge of
the broken down school. Three types of edges are defined namely; the front, the
right and the left edges. The node k enumerates its neighbors l in each direction
using:
xkl,i = W (vk,i)
T (xl,i − xk,i) (4.12)
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where xkl,i is the position of node l with respect to k, and
W (v) =
v1/||v|| −v2/||v||
v2/||v|| v1/||v||
 (4.13)
which is an orthonormal matrix defining the local coordinate system for a fish
advancing with the vector velocity v = (v1, v2).
After eqn.(4.12) is evaluated, if the value of xkl,i’s first coordinate is more than
zero, then l’s position is in front of k. If the value of xkl,i’s second coordinate is
more than zero, then l’s position is left of k. Last, if the value of xkl,i’s second
coordinate is less than zero, then l’s position is right of k.
Node l’s Position w.r.t. k (xkl,i) Value Implication
First Coordinate xkl,i > 0 Node l is in front of k
Second Coordinate xkl,i > 0 Node l is left of k
xkl,i < 0 Node l is right of k
Table 4.2: Estimating nodes in outer boundaries of fragmented groups
Node k is at the front edge if its front neighbors are less than one. Same goes
for the right and left edges. The edge nodes k thus search for others and move
towards them using:
lˆ = arg m
l
in||xkl,i|| |l ∈ N Fk \Nk (4.14)
vbk,i+1 =

0, if lˆ = empty set
xlˆ,i − xk,i
||xlˆ,i − xk,i||
, otherwise
(4.15)
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N Fk refers to the enumerated nodes that are in the front edge, N Lk and NRk would
also refer to that of the left and right respectively.
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Coherent motion
For the nodes to adequately mimic the school of fish biological behaviors, they
must move collectively to confuse the predator and also keep a safe distance r
from each other to prevent collision with their neighbors. This introduces the
concept of Potential Fields . Each node k satisfies the eqn. below to fulfill the
anti-collision goal.
r − ε ≤ ||xk − xl|| ≤ r + ε ∀ l ∈ Nk \{k} (4.16)
where r is the ideal distance between the nodes that ensures coherent motion and
ε is a minuscule positive number.
The cohesion and anti-collision objectives are attained using the objective function
[59]:
Jk(vk) =
∑
l∈Nk \{k}
[||(xk +4t.vk)− (xl +4t.vl)|| − r2] (4.17)
The minimization problem tries to reduce the difference between r and the
distance between the updated nodes in eqn.(4.17). We find the derivative of
eqn.(4.17) to obtain the optimal value of vk. [59] shows that the approximate
optimal value is given by:
vk =
1
|Nk| − 1
∑
l∈Nk \{k}
[
vl −
(
1− r||xl − xk||
)
xl − xk
4t
]
(4.18)
Eqn.(4.18) is composed of two terms: the first computes the mean velocity of node
k’s neighbors (except itself), and the second stimulates attractive and repulsive
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forces - potential field - among the nodes. The second term calculates the mean
displacement vectors and implies that the nodes should keep a distance of r from
each other and also adapt their velocity direction to the direction of the average
displacement vector.
This second term is extracted and applied to maintain the potential field forces
δk,i in our mobile network.
δk,i =
1
|Nk| − 1
∑
l∈Nk \{k}
(
1− r||xl,i − xk,i||
)
(xl,i − xk,i) (4.19)
The velocity of the node k due to coherent motion can thus be defined as:
vck,i+1 = v
g
k,i + γδk,i (4.20)
where vgk,i is the local velocity value of the network’s center of gravity, v
g, and γ
is a non-negative number.
vg ∼= 1
N
N∑
l=1
vl (4.21)
Since our algorithm is distributed, vgk,i should also be obtained in a distributed
way. We will apply the diffusion adaptation technique in section (4.1.1). Let the
objective function be defined thus:
J v(vg) =
N∑
k=1
||vk,i − vg||2 (4.22)
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Applying the ATC diffusion algorithm with eqn.(4.4)’s structure yields:

ψk,i = (1− µvk)vgk,i−1 + µvkvk,i
vgk,i =
∑
l∈Nk
avl,k ψl,i
(4.23)
where superscript v show a relation with vg and avl,k satisfies eqn.(4.3).
Evasion
The evasive behaviors will be treated elaborately in the next few sections to ensure
continuity.
Distributed Velocity Estimate
Combining all the identified biological behaviors, the nodes will adapt their ve-
locities according to the combined velocity estimate:
vk,i+1 = λ . Ik,i(αv
a
k,i+1 + βv
b
k,i+1) + (1− λ . Ik,i)vgk,i + γδk,i (4.24)
γ, β, α and λ are nonnegative weighting elements, while Ik,i is a switching function
that is either zero if vak,i+1 and vbk,i+1 are zero or equals 1 otherwise.
To ensure the distributive velocity estimate meets the nonholonomic constraints
of a UAV, a maximum velocity vmax is set for the nodes.
It is important to note that the estimated velocity for each node obtained from
the fish-prey algorithm is used in chap.(5) to define desired trajectories for the
UAVs during the foraging phase. We will, in that chapter, propose a controller to
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tracks the desired path, thus synchronizing the UAVs with the navigation algorithm.
4.2 The Evasion Phase
As UAVs fly together on a mission, they might encounter some resistance or an
attack that would require them to make acrobatic maneuvers in order to prevent
such attacks from damaging or destroying them. We term this phase of flight the
evasion phase. Sastry in [11] also envisioned the days when UAVs will no more be
remotely controlled. He thought about a fully autonomous UAV that would be
capable of executing evasive strategies when challenged by an adversary. This is
the essence of this flight phase. We propose evasive strategies whereby each UAV
would track a certain/defined straight line trajectory in order to maneuver and
evade an adversary. The trajectory generation process is defined and elaborated
with diagrams in the coming sections.
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Figure 4.5: UAV Evasion Paths
4.2.1 Trajectory Generation
Our desired trajectory once a UAV senses danger is a straight line path, at an
angle θd adjacent or perpendicular to the direction of the UAV. Consider a Carte-
sian plane, the line direction which the UAV would track depends on its current
location and also direction which the adversary/enemy UAV is coming. To ana-
lyze this further, we will break the plane into the four trigonometric quadrants
to consider all the possibilities. First, let’s define the desired trajectory during
evasion.
The UAV computes the distance dpk between the adversary and itself in real-
time. At time (iteration) t0, once dpk < rp, the UAV senses the danger within the
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defined danger-zone and it switches its planned foraging trajectory and behavior
to evasion mode. The position of the UAV (x(t0), y(t0)) at the instant when
the danger is sensed is stored, as it would serve as a reference point during the
trajectory generation.
The straight line evasion path is defined using a set of parametric equations:
xd(t) = x(t0) + λˆ(n) cos(θd(t))
yd(t) = y(t0) + λˆ(n) sin(θd(t))
(4.25)
where
λˆ(n) = 4t+ (n− 1)4t (4.26)
The variable λˆ(n) is called the path parameter. It is set up as an arithmetic
progression that increases to define the tracked trajectory. n is the iteration
number during the execution of the evasion.
4.2.2 Evasive Strategies
We will now analyze the different evasion strategies and the desired straight paths.
Consider a UAV on a plane, the desired trajectory will be shown for all four
quadrants of a plane.
Here are some definitions which are crucial to the analysis of the proposed
evasive strategies:
• We will be using the four-quadrant inverse tangent "a tan 2" in our compu-
tations of the angles. For navigation purposes, a tan 2 gives an angle value
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between−pi and pi. This is useful in calculating the angles during navigation.
−pi ≤ a tan 2(y, x) ≤ pi (4.27)
• θnp is defined as actual angular direction of the enemy UAV. It is useful in
deciding which direction the UAV turns to evade the enemy.
• θd is the desired orientation for the evasion of the UAV to a safe region. θd
is obtained using the four-quadrant inverse tangent a tan 2 and thus satisfies
eqn.(4.27).
• θp is the UAV’s approximation of the adversary’s approaching angle.
The evasive angle of each UAV is used to define quadrants. The desired angles
θd are based on the trigonometric quadrants. In deciding the orientation/angle
which the UAV will choose to evade, we compare the angles θp and θnp− 180, and
also θp and θnp + 180. This will be more obvious in the next figures.
Quadrant 1
In the first quadrant, once danger approaches i.e. dpk < rp and θp > θnp + 180, the
desired evasive angle is given:
θd = θp − θc (4.28)
where θc is the tangential angle (for example 90o) desired for evasion. Here, the
adversary UAV approaches at an angle between −pi and −pi
2
; the UAV on the
other hand evades the enemy to track an orientation between 0 and pi.
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Figure 4.6: First Quadrant Evasion
Quadrant 2
In the second quadrant, once danger approaches i.e. dpk < rp and θp ≤ θnp + 180,
the desired evasive angle is given:
θd = θp + θc (4.29)
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Figure 4.7: Second Quadrant Evasion
Quadrant 3
In the third quadrant, once danger approaches i.e. dpk < rp and θp ≥ θnp − 180,
the desired evasive angle is given:
θd = θp − θc (4.30)
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Figure 4.8: Third Quadrant Evasion
Quadrant 4
In the fourth quadrant, once danger approaches i.e. dpk < rp and θp < θnp − 180,
the desired evasive angle is given:
θd = θp + θc (4.31)
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Figure 4.9: Fourth Quadrant Evasion
Here is a table showing the evasion rules and conditions:
Quadrant Conditions Desired Evasion Angle
1 dpk < rp and θp > θnp + 180 θd = θp − θc
2 dpk < rp and θp ≤ θnp + 180 θd = θp + θc
3 dpk < rp and θp ≥ θnp − 180 θd = θp − θc
4 dpk < rp and θp < θnp − 180 θd = θp + θc
Table 4.3: Evasion Table for Danger
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4.3 Estimating the Velocity & Location of Preda-
tor & Food
As mentioned previously, it is assumed in this application that the predator is
mobile and the food source is stationary. These variables are global variables.
The goal is for the UAVs/nodes the compute the predator’s location wp that
minimizes the objective function:
J p(wp) =
N∑
k=1
E|dˆpk(i)− u¯k,iwp|2 (4.32)
In reality, the location of the predator or target is obtained using a GPS. For our
purpose, this estimate is suitable and is a substitute. Using the ATC diffusion
algorithm discussed in eqn.(4.4), the global location estimates of the predator
wpk,i and food w
f
k,i are calculated with respect to each node. Note that the same
computation applies for estimating the location of the target food wf , simply
replace p with f . The velocity of the predator with respect to each node is
estimated as:
vpk,i =
1
4t(w
p
k,i − wpk,i−1) (4.33)
4.4 Predator Behavior
The predator used for our application is also a nonholonomic UAV. It searches for
the closest UAV and tracks only that node at a time. The estimated node location
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wni is obtained using the ATC diffusion algorithm in eqn.(4.4). The velocity and
position of the predator are thus updated using the obtained location estimation:

vpi+1 = c . vmax
wni − wpi
||wni − wpi ||
wpi+1 = w
p
i +4t . vpi+1
(4.34)
c is a positive number that governs the predator’s speed.
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CHAPTER 5
TRACKING CONTROL OF
MOBILE UAVS
In this chapter, we will integrate all the concepts proposed in the previous chapters
by developing control techniques that ensure the desired trajectories projected
from the navigation algorithms are tracked. We discuss the tracking problem for
a single UAV then explore implementing the control algorithm on a fleet of UAVs.
We also shed more light into the trajectory generation process and trajectory
switching conditions. A flowchart showing the control decision process of the
UAVs is shown in fig.(5.1). The control schematic for a single UAV closed loop
system is shown in fig.(5.2). It is important to note once again that the UAV
is 2-dimensional and ignores some aerodynamic considerations of a physical 3-
dimensional UAV.
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Figure 5.1: Fleet control decision flowchart
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Figure 5.2: Control Schematic - Single UAV
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5.1 Trajectory Generation
Based on the work done in chap.(4), the trajectory generation algorithms are put
together in a concise manner. Let the desired states from the trajectory planning
be defined thus:
• xd − desired x coordinate position.
• yd − desired y coordinate position.
• θd − desired steering angle θs.
• v˜d − desired UAV linear velocity in the presence of danger, obtained from
the evasive control technique.
• Vd − desired UAV linear velocity in the absence of danger, obtained from
the fish-prey algorithm with dynamics.
• wd − desired UAV angular velocity in either the presence or absence of
danger.
A more elaborate definition would be given for the desired velocities in the next
section based on the presence or absence of an adversary UAV.
5.1.1 Absence of an Adversary UAV
When there is no enemy within the prescribed safe area, each UAV mimics the
behaviors from the bio-inspired fish-prey algorithm. Thus, they move at the ve-
locity inspired by the fish-prey algorithm. This velocity, obtained from the motion
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control behavior with similar dynamical properties as the position subsystem of
the nonholonomic UAV model, is used to obtain the next/predicted position of
the desired trajectory. It is important to note that this trajectory also satisfies
the nonholonomic constraints of the UAV. The trajectory generation model in the
absence of an adversary UAV are given by:
xd(t+ 1) = xd(t) +4t · Vd cos θd(t)
yd(t+ 1) = yd(t) +4t · Vd sin θd(t)
θd(t+ 1) = a tan 2d (yd(t+ 1), xd(t+ 1))
wd(t+ 1) =
θd(t+ 1)− θd(t)
4t
(5.1)
5.1.2 Presence of an Adversary UAV
In this case, the UAV will track a desired straight line, which was described in
chap.(4), based on its orientation when it first senses the enemy UAV. The desired
trajectory generation equations are given in eqn.(4.25).
5.2 Single UAV Tracking Analysis
Before considering a fleet of UAVs, we first develop a control technique that ensures
the tracking of a desired path. A full state feedback linearization controller is
developed for the nonholonomic UAV model; after which a backstepping controller
is also developed for the nonholonomic model.
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5.2.1 State Feedback Linearization Controller
We propose a state linearized controller that tracks a desired straight line tra-
jectory through dynamic feedback.
Theorem 5.1 Given the nonholonomic UAV model in eqn.(3.1), excluding aero-
dynamic physical constraints, there exists a dynamic feedback that, after the events
of isolated discontinuities, ensures the UAV model exponentially tracks a desired
straight line trajectory, such that the feedback is given by:
u3
u2
 =
cos θs −x3 sin θs
sin θs x3 cos θs

−1 −a1(x3 cos θs)− a2(x(t)− xd(t))
−a3(x3 sin θs)− a4(y(t)− yd(t))
 (5.2)
where u3 is a new auxiliary input to the system, x3 is a new state defined as
x3 = u1 and u3 = u˙1 (5.3)
a1, a2, a3, and a4 are positive feedback gains that make up a Hurwitz polynomial
and x3 6= 0.
Proof. Let ζx represent the error between the coordinate position x and the
desired x position xd, ζy represent the error between the coordinate position y and
the desired y position yd. Thus,
ζx = x(t)− xd(t)
ζy = y(t)− yd(t)
(5.4)
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From eqn.(5.4), you can infer that:
ζ˙x = u1 cos θs − x˙d(t)
ζ˙y = u1 sin θs − y˙d(t)
(5.5)
Since θd(t) for a straight line is constant, solving x˙d(t) and y˙d(t) using eqn.(4.25)
yields zero. ζ˙x
ζ˙y
 =
cos θs 0
sin θs 0

u1
u2
 (5.6)
As seen, the matrix above is singular and the input that would make the angular
velocity error zero does not appear. To address this we will add an integrator and
augment the system as we shall see in following equations. Differentiating further:
ζ¨x = −u1 θ˙s sin(θs(t)) + u˙1 cos(θs(t))
ζ¨y = u1 θ˙s cos(θs(t)) + u˙1 sin(θs(t))
Let u3 = u˙1 represent a new auxiliary input and x3 = u1 represent a new state.
Substitute for θ˙s as in eqn.(3.1).
ζ¨x = u3 cos θs − x3 sin θs · u2
ζ¨y = u3 sin θs + x3 cos θs · u2
ζ¨x
ζ¨y
 =
cos θs −x3 sin θs
sin θs x3 cos θs

u3
u2
 (5.7)
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As seen above, the matrix in always nonsingular if x3 6= 0. Considering that we
are tracking a trajectory, the linear velocity, x3 = u1, cannot be equal to zero
since that would imply stabilizing at a point.
To obtain a feedback that assures the tracking objective, let a synthetic input
fˆ = ζ¨ such that:
u3
u2
 =
cos θs −x3 sin θs
sin θs x3 cos θs

−1 fˆ1
fˆ2
 (5.8)
fˆ1 and fˆ2 are designed to stabilize the UAV in the desired path. Let
fˆ1 = −a1ζ˙x − a2ζx
fˆ2 = −a3ζ˙y − a4ζy
(5.9)
fˆ1 = −a1(x3 cos θs)− a2(x(t)− xd(t))
fˆ2 = −a3(x3 sin θs)− a4(y(t)− yd(t))
(5.10)
Thus the feedback linearized controller that ensures tracking of the desired straight
line is given by:
u3
u2
 =
cos θs −x3 sin θs
sin θs x3 cos θs

−1 −a1(x3 cos θs)− a2(x(t)− xd(t)
−a3(x3 sin θs)− a4(y(t)− yd(t))
 (5.11)
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The above result provides exponential tracking of the required reference line;
however, is dependent on the linear feedback fˆ provided by eqn.(5.10). The main
drawback of using this feedback linearization technique is because of the possibility
of the UAV velocity crossing zero during an initial transient. For these reasons,
we will now propose a nonlinear feedback controller which is independent on an
auxiliary input to track a straight line trajectory.
5.2.2 Backstepping Controller
A nonlinear controller based on backstepping method is designed to achieve
asymptotic tracking of the UAV to a desired trajectory.
Theorem 5.2 There exists a control input based on the backstepping design for
a nonholonomic UAV model excluding aerodynamic physical constraints, that en-
sures the UAV model asymptotically tracks a desired trajectory, such that the con-
trol input is given by:
u1 = v˜d cos(θd − θs) + k1 · ((xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs)
u2 = k2v˜d · (−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs) + wd + k3v˜d sin(θd − θs)
(5.12)
where k1, k2, and k3 are positive scalars.
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Proof. The UAV model is given as:

x˙
y˙
θ˙s
 =

cos θs 0
sin θs 0
0 1

u1
u2
 (5.13)
We desire to make the UAV to track a desired nonholonomic trajectory given as:

x˙d
y˙d
θ˙d
 =

cos θd 0
sin θd 0
0 1

 v˜d
wd
 (5.14)
Let the tracking error be defined thus [74]:

ζx
ζy
ζθ
 =

cos θs sin θs 0
− sin θs cos θs 0
0 0 1


xd − x
yd − y
θd − θs
 (5.15)
The error states go to zero when the desired and current states are equal. Differ-
entiating the tracking error:
ζx = (xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs
ζy = −(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs
ζθ = θd − θs
(5.16)
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ζ˙x = (x˙d − x˙) cos θs − θ˙s(xd − x) sin θs + (y˙d − y˙) sin θs + θ˙s(yd − y) cos θs
ζ˙y = −(x˙d − x˙) sin θs − θ˙s(xd − x) cos θs + (y˙d − y˙) cos θs − θ˙s(yd − y) sin θs
ζ˙θ = θ˙d − θ˙s
(5.17)
ζ˙x = v˜d cos θd cos θs − u1 cos2 θs + v˜d sin θd sin θs − u1 sin2 θs
+ u2(−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs)
ζ˙y = −v˜d cos θd sin θs + u1 cos θs sin θs + v˜d sin θd cos θs − u1 sin θs cos θs
− u2((xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs)
ζ˙θ = wd − u2
(5.18)
For ζ˙x
v˜d cos θd cos θs + v˜d sin θd sin θs = v˜d cos(θd − θs)
u1 sin
2 θs + u1 cos
2 θs = u1
−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs = ζy
(5.19)
For ζ˙y
−v˜d cos θd sin θs + v˜d sin θd cos θs = v˜d sin(θd − θs)
u1 cos θs sin θs − u1 cos θs sin θs = 0
(xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs = ζx
(5.20)
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Thus eqn.(5.18) is reduced to:
ζ˙x = v˜d cos ζθ + u2ζy − u1
ζ˙y = v˜d sin ζθ − u2ζx
ζ˙θ = wd − u2
(5.21)
In order to track the required reference, we aim to reduce the posture tracking error
to zero. To achieve this, we define a Lyapunov function and design a backstepping
controller with control inputs u = [u1 u2]T that ensures the tracking of the desired
states xd, yd, and θd such that:
lim
t→∞
[|ζx|+ |ζy|+ |ζθ|] = 0 (5.22)
Let VL be defined as Lyapunov function:
VL =
1
2
((xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs)2 + 1
2
(−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs)2
+
1
k2
(1− cos(θd − θs))
(5.23)
where k2 is a positive scalar. Using eqn.(5.16), the Lyapunov function can be
simplified.
VL =
1
2
ζ2x +
1
2
ζ2y +
1
k2
(1− cos(ζθ)) (5.24)
Differentiating further to prove the convergence to the desired trajectory:
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V˙L = ζ˙x · ζx + ζ˙y · ζy + ζ˙θ
k2
sin(ζθ)
= (v˜d cos ζθ + u2ζy − u1) · ζx + (v˜d sin ζθ − u2ζx) · ζy + wd − u2
k2
sin(ζθ)
= (v˜d cos ζθ − u1) · ζx + v˜d sin(ζθ) · ζy + u2ζx · ζy − u2ζx · ζy + wd − u2
k2
sin(ζθ)
= (v˜d cos ζθ − u1) · ζx + v˜d sin(ζθ) · ζy + wd − u2
k2
sin(ζθ)
= (v˜d cos ζθ − u1) · ζx + (v˜d · ζy + wd − u2
k2
) sin(ζθ)
= (v˜d cos ζθ − u1) · ζx + (k2v˜d · ζy + wd − u2) 1
k2
sin(ζθ)
To ensure the tracking errors go to zero, V˙L < 0. Thus let
u1 = v˜d cos(ζθ) + k1 · ζx
u2 = k2v˜d · ζy + wd + k3v˜d sin(ζθ)
(5.25)
where k1 and k3 are positive scalars. This implies that
V˙L = −k1 · ζ2x −
k3
k2
· v˜d sin2(ζθ)
V˙L < 0
(5.26)
We can deduce that applying the input u
u1 = v˜d cos(θd − θs) + k1 · ((xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs)
u2 = k2v˜d · (−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs) + wd + k3v˜d sin(θd − θs)
(5.27)
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will cause the tracking error to reduce asymptotically to zero and make the UAV’s
position and orientation track the desired straight line reference.
5.3 Multiple UAV Analysis
We have considered the case of a single UAV tracking a straight line reference
for evasive purposes. Here, we consider the case of multiple nonholonomic UAVs
tracking individually defined straight line references and also tracking trajectories
inspired by the fish-prey algorithm when no danger is present.
5.3.1 Tracking the Evasion Trajectory
When many UAVs are evading along their defined paths, the possibility of collision
arises. It is our desire to ensure that even as the UAVs evade an enemy, they are
aware of the safe distance between themselves and try to maintain it in order to
avoid collision.
To ensure collision avoidance during evasion, we introduce the concept of potential
fields previously discussed. Each evading UAV satisfies the equation below in order
to achieve the objective.
r − ε ≤ ||xk(t)− xl(t)|| ≤ r + ε ∀ l ∈ Nk \{k} (5.28)
where k represents a particular evading UAV and l indicates its neighbors. r and
ε maintain their descriptions. The potential field δk(t) derived from the chap.(4)
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is used.
δk(t) =
1
|Nk| − 1
∑
l∈Nk \{k}
(
1− r||xl(t)− xk(t)||
)
(xl(t)− xk(t)) (5.29)
Thus, including potential field into each UAV’s linear velocity input, represented
as u1, yields:
u˜k1(t) = u
k
1(t) + γ2δk(t) (5.30)
where uk1(t) is the input linear velocity on UAV k at instant t obtained from the
closed loop controller and γ2 is a positive scalar.
5.3.2 Tracking the Foraging Trajectory
As seen in fig.(5.2), the designed controller accepts inputs based on different tra-
jectories that are inspired by the presence and absence of an enemy UAV. Now,
we propose to use the designed controller to track the bio-inspired trajectories
generated in the absence of an enemy UAV. The desired bio-inspired trajectory is
given in eqn.(5.1).
Theorem 5.3 In order to track the bio-inspired desired trajectories of a non-
holonomic UAV model, excluding aerodynamic physical constraints, there exists a
control input based on the backstepping design that ensures the UAV model asymp-
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totically tracks the bio-inspired trajectory, such that the control input is given by:
u1 = Vd cos(θd − θs) + k4 · ((xd − x) cos θs + (yd − y) sin θs)
u2 = k5Vd · (−(xd − x) sin θs + (yd − y) cos θs) + wd + k6Vd sin(θd − θs)
(5.31)
where Vd is the distributed velocity estimate obtained from the fish-prey algorithm,
k4, k5, and k6 are positive scalars.
Proof. The theorem is easily proved using the proof of theorem (5.2).
5.4 Limiting Velocity & Acceleration
During path planning of a nonholonomic UAV, the objective of tracking certain
trajectories is also achievable using non-smooth paths, theoretically. Unfortu-
nately, such non-smooth paths usually occur as a result of a large velocity input
(acceleration input in the case of a feedback linearized controller). Such inputs
are to large for the nonholonomic model to achieve in real applications due the
nonholonomic constraints. Thus, to attain smooth tracking of reference paths, a
maximum value is used to limit the velocities and accelerations.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Here we will simulate the UAVs to observe their behaviors when approaching a
target and also when evading. We first analyze a single UAV under the evasion
algorithm and then observe the entire fleet carrying out the foraging and evasion
process together. The table (6.1) shows the variables used for the simulation car-
ried out. The parameter values chosen are subjective, based on how you wish to
design your network: for example, much distance you chose to maintain between
the UAVs and also between the UAV and the enemy or the radius of communica-
tion of each UAV.
6.1 Single UAV Tracking Simulation
The tracking abilities of a single UAV is simulated to observe the effect of the
evasion phase of the navigation algorithm. All four quadrants are considered in
terms of the desired evasion or escape angle. Theorem(5.2) is applied to achieve
tracking purposes. The controller parameters are chosen as: k1 = 1, k2 = 20, and
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Variables Meaning Value
N Number of UAVs 49
Nmaxk Maximum number of neighbors of UAV "k" 6
wpk,1 Initial Position of Predator (50,50) or (-30,-30)
wfk,1 Initial Position of Food Target (118,118)
4t Sampling Time 0.3
rp Predator Radius 12
r Ideal distance between UAVs 4
R Range of communication among UAVs 6
µk Non-negative step-wise scalar 1
α Non-negative weighting element 1
β Non-negative weighting element 2
λ Non-negative weighting element 0.5
γ Non-negative weighting element 3
γ2 Non-negative weighting element 0.8
Table 6.1: Simulation Table
k3 = 90.
6.1.1 Quadrant I Evasion
The orientation which the UAV wishes to track is between 0o and 90o. The
initial position and orientation of the UAV is chosen as x(1) = 4, y(1) = 2,and
θs(1) = 100
o. The desired initial states are given as xd(1) = 1.1, yd(1) = 1.1,
θd = 60
o, v˜d = 1, and wd = 0.
Evasion Simulation
With the desired orientation in the first quadrant, the figure below shows the UAV
evading an approaching predator.
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Figure 6.1: First Quadrant Evasion Simulation
The UAV is seen tracking the desired straight line trajectory. The tracking
sequence is better observed in the zoomed-in figure below.
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Figure 6.2: First Quadrant Evasion - Zoomed View
The nonholonomic UAV tracks the desired straight line path at a angle of
θd = 60
o in the first quadrant. The nonholonomic nature of the system also
becomes evident.
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Tracking Error
The tracking error for position states - ζx and ζy - are plotted. The tracking
orientation error - ζθ - is also plotted.
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Figure 6.3: X-Coordinate Error - ζx
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Figure 6.4: Y-Coordinate Error - ζy
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Figure 6.5: Orientation Error - ζθ
The tracking error states ζx, ζy and ζθ are seen to asymptotically approach
zero, thus showing tracking ability of the controller. It is obvious that the further
away the initial states of the UAV are from the desired states, the longer it takes
the UAVs to converge to the desired trajectory.
Velocity Tracking
The desired linear and angular velocities we wish to track are v˜d = 1, and wd = 0
respectively. The figures below show the velocity tracking.
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Figure 6.6: Linear Velocity Tracking - vd
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Figure 6.7: Angular Velocity Tracking - wd
The desired linear velocity is constant and away from zero. This is logical since
tracking would imply converging to a moving trajectory. The angular velocity
on the other hand approaches zero asymptotically. This is because the desired
trajectory is a straight line path, thus the rate of change of the UAV’s orientation
has to be zero since the desired orientation is constant.
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6.1.2 Quadrant II Evasion
Now the orientation which the UAV wishes to track is between 90o and 180o. The
initial position and orientation of the UAV is chosen as x(1) = 2.5, y(1) = 2,and
θs(1) = 160
o. The desired initial states are given as xd(1) = 1.1, yd(1) = 1.1,
θd = 105
o, v˜d = 1, and wd = 0.
Evasion Simulation
The desired orientation is in the second quadrant, the figure below shows the UAV
evading an approaching predator.
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Figure 6.8: Second Quadrant Evasion Simulation
The figure shows that UAV tracks the desired straight line trajectory when
subjected to the proposed controller. The tracking sequence is expanded in the
zoomed-in version below.
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Figure 6.9: Second Quadrant Evasion - Zoomed View
The nonholonomic UAV is seen tracking the desired straight line path at a
angle of θd = 105o in the second quadrant. The nonholonomic nature of the
system again becomes evident.
Tracking Error
The tracking error states - ζx, ζy, and ζθ - are plotted below.
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Figure 6.10: X-Coordinate Error - ζx
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Figure 6.11: Y-Coordinate Error - ζy
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Figure 6.12: Orientation Error - ζθ
The tracking error states ζx, ζy and ζθ are seen to asymptotically approach
zero, thus showing tracking ability of the controller. It also shows that the further
away the initial states of the UAV are from the desired states, the longer it takes
the UAVs to converge to the desired trajectory.
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Velocity Tracking
The desired linear and angular velocities we wish to track are v˜d = 1, and wd = 0
respectively. The figures below show the velocity tracking.
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Figure 6.13: Linear Velocity Tracking - vd
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Figure 6.14: Angular Velocity Tracking - wd
The desired linear and angular velocities are tracked asymptotically, showing
the effectiveness of the controller.
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6.1.3 Quadrant III Evasion
The desired orientation of the UAV in the third quadrant is between −180o and
−90o. The initial position and orientation of the UAV is chosen as x(1) = 2.5,
y(1) = 2,and θs(1) = −85o respectively. The desired initial states are given as
xd(1) = 2.5, yd(1) = 1.1, θd = −105o, v˜d = 1, and wd = 0.
Evasion Simulation
The desired orientation is in the third quadrant, the figure below shows the UAV
evading an approaching predator.
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Figure 6.15: Third Quadrant Evasion Simulation
The UAV is seen tracking the desired straight line trajectory under the in-
fluence of the proposed controller. The tracking sequence is expanded in the
zoomed-in version below.
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Figure 6.16: Third Quadrant Evasion: Zoomed View
The inability of UAV to directly assume its desired trajectory as seen in the
figure emphasizes the effect of the UAV’s nonholonomic constraints.
Tracking Error
Plots of the error states versus time - ζx, ζy, and ζθ - are drawn below.
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Figure 6.17: X-Coordinate Error - ζx
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Figure 6.18: Y-Coordinate Error - ζy
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Figure 6.19: Orientation Error - ζθ
The tracking error states ζx, ζy and ζθ are seen to asymptotically approach
zero, again showing tracking ability of the controller.
Velocity Tracking
The desired linear and angular velocities we wish to track are v˜d = 1, and wd = 0
respectively. The figures below show the velocity tracking.
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Figure 6.20: Linear Velocity Tracking - vd
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Figure 6.21: Angular Velocity Tracking - wd
The desired linear and angular velocities are tracked asymptotically, showing
the effectiveness of the controller.
6.1.4 Quadrant IV Evasion
Last, in the fourth quadrant, the UAV tracks a desired angle between −90o and
0o. The initial position and orientation of the UAV is chosen as x(1) = 2.5,
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y(1) = 2,and θs(1) = 160o. The desired initial states are given as xd(1) = 1.1,
yd(1) = 1.1, θd = −60o, v˜d = 1, and wd = 0.
Evasion Simulation
The figure below shows the UAV evading an approaching predator.
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Figure 6.22: Fourth Quadrant Evasion Simulation
The UAV tracks the desired straight line trajectory. The tracking sequence is
better observed in the zoomed-in figure below.
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Figure 6.23: Fourth Quadrant Evasion - Zoomed View
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The nonholonomic UAV is seen tracking the desired straight line path at a
angle of θd = −60o in the fourth quadrant. The nonholonomic nature of the
system becomes evident.
Tracking Error
The tracking error for position states - ζx and ζy - in the fourth quadrant are
plotted. The tracking orientation error - ζθ - is also plotted.
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Figure 6.24: X-Coordinate Error - ζx
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Figure 6.25: Y-Coordinate Error - ζy
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Figure 6.26: Orientation Error - ζθ
The tracking error states ζx, ζy and ζθ are seen to asymptotically approach
zero.
Velocity Tracking
The desired linear and angular velocities we wish to track are v˜d = 1, and wd = 0
respectively. The figures below show the velocity tracking.
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Figure 6.27: Linear Velocity Tracking - vd
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Figure 6.28: Angular Velocity Tracking - wd
Once again, the linear and angular velocities are shown to converge to the
desired velocities.
The single UAV analysis is used to show the effectiveness of the controller
on each UAV. The convergence of the error states to zero and also the system
states to their desired states as seen in the figures makes the previous statement
obvious. We can infer that each UAV will successfully track the desired straight
line trajectory when in an environment with many other UAVs. We will show this
in the next simulations.
6.2 Two Sample UAVs Foraging & Evasion
This simulation is done to make the foraging and evasion processes of the UAVs
imaginative. We show two UAVs ◦ approaching a target4. The adversary UAV 2
approaches the foraging UAVs and causes them to evade at different orientations.
The enemy decides to attack UAV 1, causing UAV 1 to continue evading. UAV
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2 on the other hand is out of danger, thus it re-tracks the target and focuses on
approaching the target.
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Figure 6.29: Foraging & Evasion of Two UAVs
6.3 Multiple UAV Simulation
In this section, we consider the entire closed loop system schematic shown in
fig.(5.2). However, we consider the closed loop with all the forty-nine UAVs moving
towards a target by tracking the path generated by the fish-prey algorithm. These
fleet of UAVs are also ready to evade an adversary using the designed closed loop
controller. First, we show trajectory tracking of the fleet of UAVs influenced by
on the fish-prey algorithm. Then, we include a predator to observe the evasion
strategies of the fleet in the presence of danger. Table(6.1) shows some the values
used during the simulation. The controller parameters using during evasion remain
the same as in the single UAV evasion case while k4 = 0.5, k5 = 75, and k6 = 20
are used during the foraging phase i.e. when the UAV is not in danger.
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6.3.1 Foraging Phase only
The figures below show the series of behaviors exhibited by the fleet of UAVs in
the absence of danger. Here’s the legend used for the figures.
© ≡ Fleet of UAVs
2 ≡ Enemy UAV
4 ≡ Target
Figure 6.30: Foraging Behavior 1
The fleet of UAVs are initialized, all 49 in number.
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Figure 6.31: Foraging Behavior 2
The UAVs are seen advancing towards the target, located in the top right
corner of the figure.
Figure 6.32: Foraging Behavior 3
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The fleet self-organize themselves using the fish-prey algorithm. It is seen that
they maintain a safe distance from each other, while moving coherently.
Figure 6.33: Foraging Behavior 3
This last figure shows the fleet of UAVs in a well organized formation. The
effect of the biological foraging behaviors of a school of fish are imposed on the
movement of a fleet of UAVs to a desired target. It also shows that the self
organizing behaviors are more emphasized as the UAVs advances with time. This
is obvious from the shape transition of the entire fleet formation.
6.3.2 Foraging and Evasion
We will now add mobility of the adversary to the simulation. The biologically
inspired foraging and evading behaviors are observed simultaneously.
The predator/enemy UAV approaches the fleet of UAVs with its approach orien-
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tation in the first quadrant. The following figures show the responses of the UAVs
when approached by danger.
Figure 6.34: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 1
Figure 6.35: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 2
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Figure 6.36: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 3
Figure 6.37: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 4
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Figure 6.38: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 5
Figure 6.39: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 6
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Figure 6.40: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 7
Figure 6.41: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 8
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Figure 6.42: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 9
Figure 6.43: Q1 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 10
The adversary UAV approaches the fleet, locating the closest UAV of fleet.
In the fig.(6.35) the UAVs detect the presence of the enemy and begin to evade.
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The spread out and also avoid collision during the process. In fig.(6.39) the fleet
becomes fragmented to ensure that it is away from the enemy UAV. As some UAVs
become detacted from the fleet (fig.(6.40)), once they are away from danger they
begin to regroup and move in coherent motion as seen in figures (6.41) and (6.42).
Finally the last shows the enemy UAV on the pursuit of only one UAV while the
others in the fleet have successfully evaded and are approaching the food.
Another simulation showing the evading and foraging behaviors is carried out;
however this time, the enemy vehicle approaches from the third quadrant angle.
Figure 6.44: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 1
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Figure 6.45: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 2
Figure 6.46: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 3
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Figure 6.47: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 4
Figure 6.48: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 5
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Figure 6.49: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 6
Figure 6.50: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 7
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Figure 6.51: Q2 - Foraging & Evading Behavior 8
The enemy UAV approaches the fleet from the opposite direction of the fleet.
In fig.(6.46) the fleet begin to evade the enemy after sensing it within their com-
munications radius. Once again, the UAVs spread out by tracking straight lines
tangential to the direction of the approaching UAV. By doing this, the UAVs evade
as seen in fig.(6.48). One of the UAVs in the fleet however, becomes fragmented
from the formation while the others maintain their cohesion and adaptability in
the process of evasion. The spread out UAVs are seen to reunite in fig.(6.51) with
the detached UAV approaching the fleet to ensure coherence.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
STUDY
In reality, UAVs are currently not equipped enough to carry out evasion strategies
for air combat. In fact, the idea that air combat can be fully autonomous may
seem like fiction to many. However, we envision a future of fully autonomous air
forces. We proposed a tracking control strategy to achieve evasion in this research.
To enhance the evasion strategies, other tracking controllers can be researched and
implemented into the fleet of UAVs, then studied for performance.
The fleet of UAVs used the biological behavior of a school of fish to define
its trajectory when attacking the target. Other biological behaviors such as the
behaviors of swarming birds and bees can be explored for applicability. These
behaviors can also be used in future research to define tracking trajectories which
a proposed controller would then track.
The fish-prey algorithm used in this research assumes the adaptive network is
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strongly connected. In the future, this assumption can be relaxed. The possibility
of achieving concurrent attack and evasion when the network is weakly connected
can also be explored.
Future research can also include the practical application of the fish-prey dis-
tributed biological algorithm to a fleet of UAVs. Such research along with physical
technological advancement of UAV designs would put a spot light on the actual
viability of the algorithms.
The autonomy of unmanned aerial vehicles is becoming more important in col-
lecting information for surveillance, rescue and military applications. Our research
spans out from this. Currently, most UAVs carry out tasks with assigned targets
on the ground. They are also capable of staying away from gun fire by aviating at
high altitudes. For UAVs to be able to also win against an enemy that is airborne,
UAVs will need to be physically redesigned as Sastry et. al [11] mentioned. How-
ever, UAVs can be made more intelligent using biologically inspired algorithms
such as the one proposed in this research. Further research in expanding these
concepts indeed do have a great potential in 3D space unstructured environment
and obstacle avoidance capabilities.
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